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Mystical Phenomena
Hello Everyone!
Welcome to the One True Faith.  This is the show we say is the most disturbing hour of television.  Because we 
talk about eternal truths. We talk about where we will spend eternity in nothing more important than that one topic 
as Jesus laid it out rather plainly what does a prophet man to gain the whole world suffer the loss of his immortal 
soul.  So that's what were talking about the last 40 years or so the church established by Jesus Christ has not 
been able to speak.

many Catholics and people who aren't Catholic really don't know an aweful lot about the Catholic faith they think 
they know a lot about the Catholic faith because it is part of our culture we have a Hail Mary pass for example and 
much more Catholic than that in football, but why.  Why were Catholics pray to Mary there's all these mass 
confusions about what Catholics believe what the church really teaches about things and that's the main reason 
we have a show here so we can help people understand exactly what the Catholic faith really teaches Bishop 
Sheen used to say that only a few hundred people in America actually hate the Catholic Church and millions of 
people hate what they think is the Catholic Church got a church may do a great job getting people to heaven it 
does really lousy in the PR department doesn't do a good job at least the last 40 years of really explaining what is 
the faith, and it's a beautiful thing.  It's a beautiful gift from God, Jesus died for the church he gave his life for the 
church he came here and establish the Catholic Church so for us to not really even as Catholics in his faithful 
Catholics not really have a firm understanding about what we believe it's a shame were commissioned by our 
baptism to go out and fight evil go out and preach the Word of God preach the kingdom be examples of this and 
it's really hard to do this if you don't really understand it yourself and for people sitting at home or in some people 
sitting here don't really have a firm grasp of the faith, while that's why we're here or here to help explain different 
parts about the faith break it down and make it simple so you go around going all out I do know that Catholics 
thought that makes perfect sense.  Course makes perfect sense not, because we preach it but because of who 
told us to preach it and one of the things that Catholics get a big rap about is the whole idea of miracles and 
mystical phenomenon is the whole mysterious kind of ghosts and.  What is all this about and bleeding this and 
weeping statues and signs of earthquakes and floating saints and this is all weird stuff come on Mike's it's a 21st-
century.  Nobody believes in that silly stuff anymore yea we do the human mind and heart has a natural desire for 
the good we want to go to truth and beauty naturally how many of you'd ever heard of three or four-year-old child 
ask you why grass green why is the sky blue or do you think the desire to want to know comes from its inbred in 
us that desire to want to know the truth is put into us by God.  It's one way God sort of opens the door for us he 
made us that way because he is the true Jesus that I am the way the truth and the life he puts that in us so that 
we will have a natural tendency to go towards him.  And you see the three or four-year-old child you see it in our 
relationships with each other.  You want to know what the truth is that this go on you got that going on what really 
happened.  Nobody sits around asking tell me what didn't happen is that nobody wants to know what didn't 
happen.  You want to what did happen and why because it's the way were built we want to know what the truth is. 
And so we asked how people appreciate beauty, and we all have an understanding or have a beauty where does 
that come from.  Where does the idea that there is something most beautiful come from.  We have this ranking of 
beauty so that there is something at the very top that is the best the most beautiful, the most truthful, because we 
have built into ourselves the natural inclination to move toward something that is the most beautiful.  We have the 
ability not only to appreciate beauty, but we have the inward ability to be able to even scale beauty this is better 
than that this is more truthful than that this possesses more truth than that and that's how we live our lives and we 
don't think of it, but we live our lives that way every single decision we make we do that because we have the 
inward ability the innate ability to live life like that nobody gets into a car and goes to work because they think it 
might start to presume it will make a judgment.  You put your feet on the floor to get out of bed in the morning 
knowing that the floor is there.  Not thinking maybe it's not there, you know it's there, everything we do in the 
physical universe moves on those sets of laws.  Likewise in the moral universe, we make our choices.  Why do 
we feel cheated when somebody commits adultery against us well because they said that they were going to do 
something and they lied they broke an oath.  They were untruthful, and for people to move away from the truth we 
innately know is a bad thing.  When somebody lies to us.  We know that it is a bad thing because you are not 
deserving of a lie.  We are all deserving of the truth, these are such basic principles we never even discuss it only 



to because we all know this is how the world operates our ultimate and the reason we are created is to perceive 
beauty and truth in its fullness, what the Catholic Church has called a beatific vision where we will see God in the 
face we will not be moving towards him becoming more and more and more exposed to the truth as we make our 
spiritual journey we won't have arrived at its end and will see God in the face and to help us get their God has 
made us built us constructed us engineered us a certain way and that certain way is to have a proclivity to move 
towards him and move away from him we call it sin this idea of being part of God being in the presence of God the 
pagan system know, the Greeks and before that they believe this.  They were partly right in the sense that we 
move towards truth and beauty.  It was all about ancient pagans believe that when they were right.  They are 
wrong in the sense that we can achieve that on our own human beings cannot reach out of infinite creatures and 
grasp the infinite good and the infinite truth on our own we can get to a point and we stop what makes up the 
difference faith and revelation in the fullness of Revelation is Jesus Christ.  Our blessed Lord, who said I AM the 
way the truth and the life we move towards the good we go towards a beatific vision.  And we all have that 
yearning even the pagans have that yearning, but our yearning is fulfilled, because ultimately Grace gets us there. 
So what is the vision of God, and we say the beatific vision.  What is that mean it essentially means a beautiful 
sight, but it means the most beautiful sight God himself.  So beautiful that it is a direct union of the human soul 
with the divine.  Direct union and once that union is made it cannot be separated.  They have so mingled together 
that they are now their own being, that is what our whole faith moves us towards that we are to be caught up to be 
captured into the divine.  What an incredible gift we get the Angels don't get that gift they approach God, but they 
stopped through by virtue of their nature or nature stops, far below theirs was where we have a little bit more than 
the angels God comes down the human nature mixes into it and pulls us up above them.  That's what Satan 
rebelled against that's our destiny.  What a remarkable destiny that is, what a gift that is But in this life few people 
actually achieve that sort of intimacy with God our call was to be taken in perfection with God what was the 
command Jesus gave us be perfect as your father in heaven is perfect Can you be perfect, can somebody 
actually reach perfection depends on how you phrase the question.  Can you be brought to perfection in this life 
absolutely.  Can you get it on your own no God becomes intimately present to the select few people in this life, 
and when he does that.  He enlightened their minds and they have a virtual physical sensible their senses union 
with God.  We call these people holy because of the state in which they live these people are mystics.  Meaning 
that they are in a mystical rapture with God they don't care about anything on this earth anymore.  In fact some of 
them don't eat anymore for years they don't eat anything they survive on the holy Eucharist and some water that's 
it some of them are so caught up in the divine that are not even subject to the laws of this universe in some cases 
any more.  They float, they levitate Padre Pio had the ability to buy locate the could be sitting here on the stage 
with us and he could be over in India with Mother Teresa at the same time.  In the body people sell you Catholics 
you're nuts talking about floating priests and the materializing those who measure in the six places at the same 
time.  Yea why? because Jesus did.  Didn't Jesus ascend to heaven didn't Jesus appear in the locked room on 
Easter Sunday night he was there and then he was gone.  Seemingly have the ability to pass through walls. 
None of this stuff should surprise anybody who read

Lee believes the Scriptures, if you really believe those scriptures you would believe that this is just a cakewalk for 
Jesus why float sight of why couldn't somebody that holy walk across the water in an argument why they couldn't 
package Catholics are not a thought argument to position why not why couldn't somebody who's so close to God 
perform a miracle.  What's so hard to believe that St. Francis Xavier raised somebody from the dead Jesus did it 
so did Peter.  He wasn't God, this is so Catholic and so scriptural.  And yet Catholics think that this is some know 
many Catholics and this is no lets keep the story of a floating saints some Uno before flying saints over here is no 
people do crazy.  Something about know exactly let's think about that.  These are the gifts and the fruits of 
holiness but there never just for us their never for the person there so that people who are watching may believe 
that's what these things happen for Catholic mysticism mystical phenomenon has been slammed for centuries as 
first of all being.  I know you want to come in the light of the world and the God of very eastern kind of Buddhist 
intrusion does sort of thing.  That's not really Christian is ridiculous, and also say what you know, if you're known 
you were in everything in nature and extent of pantheistic wrong again.  And of course the most common charge 
leveled in the 19 20th and 21st centuries your just all insane and say them probably not evil people, but they're 
nuts well no there not, I actually sat thru a couple classes I'm sorry to admit during my undergrad time at Notre 
Dame were the professor tried to tell me after I dropped the class that Saint Teresa of Avila and St. Bernadette 
Subaru should've been psychologically committed he said this to me in class at Notre Dame is like you've known 
know, you know you're allowing for faith professor, well faith doesn't have anything to do with it and excuse me, 
faith has everything to do with it.  That is precisely the point faith have everything to do with it what we mean by a 
mystic, mystic is is first of all somebody who was always faithful to the authority of the Catholic Church because 
all of these things happened by God, not by the person.  This may be a problem that some of our Protestant 
brothers and sisters think there were like describing all the stuff to the person were not.  We are not ascribing this 
to the person we're ascribing this to God and God works through the person.  That's the difference that's a big 



difference.  The person is always obedient to the authority of the Church because God has given them this power 
and God establish the church, and there's no contradiction in God.  What's a second think the person is incredibly 
holy may lead examples of very holy lives if the person is reached near Christian perfection is not actually 
eclipsed it doesn't mean they can't continue to grow in virtue.  But they have reached Christian perfection and the 
third sign that we know that someone's mystic is because they exhibit.  What we call mystical phenomenon of 
those reared you read things happen, Some examples of mystical phenomenon is an intuition of God that other 
people don't have by the way of mystical phenomenon is not part of the normal spiritual experience.  You can be 
a very very, very holy person and never experience any of these in your life don't think yourself uh oh, I don't float 
is that I'm mostly going to hell no that's not these are just some people who are very very holy experience these 
things, but no God gives embraces however he wants to do whomever he wants to don't think don't get 
discouraged and think going none of this stuff happens in the visions on my way to Hell no.  it's not what we're 
saying for the people however, who are these people they have an intuition of God that other people don't have 
an intuition meaning their minds or luminance to such a degree that they understand God on a level that other 
people simply don't they have a deep understanding of the revealed mysteries of God of the trinity of Jesus they 
have almost qualified experiential knowledge of God like they sat and talked with him like we are sitting here 
talking right now they're close to God, and when you talk to them, they give that to you understand a little they 
share that with you if it almost falls off him like a water spilling off Niagara Falls.  That bountiful at the end of his 
life Saint Thomas Aquinas had become so close to God, and so wonderful and all of the writing he produced 
thousands of pages of writings and dozens and dozens and hundreds of books and manuscripts explaining the 
trinity Jesus and incarnation fighting against heresies and one thing after another in the real presence in the holy 
Eucharist and sacramental list went on and one and we sort of reach towards the end of his life get a mystical 
experience praying in front of a crucifix and Jesus spoke to him through the crucifix and said the St. Thomas, to 
have written well of me ask what you want, and Thomas's response was, only you Loard only you assume that 
experience was overcome us never pick up a pen again.  He said everything I've written from that one moment of 
that one experience I had with Jesus.  That one experience everything I've written is strong, doesn't even begin to 
come close to the infinite majesty of God.  That's a mystic and that's a mystical experience so much so that there 
is no way you can even begin to explain talk to somebody who's been born blind and explain to them the color 
green.  You have a disdain for worldly pleasures you have no interest in anything so no one I mystic because I 
could never give up Notre Dame football and you have an incredible desire to increase your Holiness You just are 
about nothing except wanting to be holier.  That's what your entire existence is about you've purified your senses 
bodily and soul.  You've mortified yourself to whatever extent you need to, so the line the spirit is willing but the 
flesh is weak no longer applies to you same thing with the sole passions of the soul the jealousy the rage 
somebody cuts you off in traffic for how dare that person gets a checkout line in front of those things don't even 
occur to you anymore, the little things, that is bothering you not see how far we are from holiness and see how far 
we are If I just name an everything I do and you have a continual awareness of God why because you were 
continuingly with God in a way that other people aren't and that causes you to be able to bear any suffering put up 
with anything you need to be able to put up with another phenomenon that happens called the dark night of the 
soul St. John of the crossroad of the dark night of the soul what's the dark night of the soul there's those Catholics 
again that wierd stuff it doesn't say dark night of the sole in the structures are making all know the dark night of 
the soul means that you are so close to God that your faith in God is what sustains you.  He pulls back from you 
the feeling of his presence not away from his presence.  He pulled back from you the feeling of his presence so 
you can feel abandoned by God you feel that way.  But faith is not an emotion faith is an object in the direction of 
the will and no matter how you feel at any given moment.  You commit your faith and your will to God and he 
sustains you my God my God, why have you abandoned me.  That was for Jesus, a dark night of the soul where 
the father withdrew the feeling of his presence to his son on the cross and caused Jesus to cry out like that.  You 
also exhibit heroic virtue, you can do anything you need to, do, you would give up anything including your life 
willingly give up your life, because then the union would be complete all of these phenomenon so far are interior 
to the life of a mystic there could be a person sitting right next to you right now who could be undergoing all of this 
and you would probably never know if for some reason you weren't supposed to know however there are outward 
manifestations of mystical phenomenon that display themselves outwardly, those you know, somebody sitting 
next to is undergoing everything we just said and started floating in the chair you'd probably go hmmm that person 
mostly a site engine rewrite.  We call these sorts of events miracles or miraculous because they are always for the 
benefit of others.  Saints don't float Saints don't raise people from the dead for their own good they do it for the 
glory of God and for the benefit of others take you to John chapter 11 very quickly here.  This was standing in 
front of Lazarus is to know Jesus knew is that raise Lazarus from the dead.  But what he say why did he say it, 
and Jesus raises lies and said father.  I thank you for hearing me, I know that you always hear me out because of 
the crowd here.  I have said this that they may believe that you sent me.  And when he finished he said Lazarus 
column for.  That's why miracles happen, miracles do not happen for the benefit of the person who miracles 
produced through they happen for the crowd standing around.  They happen ultimately so that people will believe 



in God salt must offer moment about a miracle, what is a miracle for all the mystical stuff that's going on there.  It 
is essentially an appeal to your brain.  When somebody floats or someone walks in and says oh dead body by the 
name of the Lord Jesus Christ animate and get caught in that person reawakens your brain is supposed to go 
from.  They were dead.  He comes in, holy man Jesus back from the

Bad than what happened in between the prayer Jesus praying to Jesus loves us on the fact that the process that's 
supposed to go on your mind and exactly what supposed to go on maybe they need to perform a miracle on your 
brain to make your brain come back to life, because that's why this is happening.  Some examples of this sort of 
phenomenon physical stigmata wounds of Jesus Christ appear on the person's body people speak in tongues of a 
second levitation talked about flying across the room by locating knowledge of faraway events thousands of miles 
away at the precise moment they're happening not cause your on the Internet watching streaming video because 
you know they're happening at that very moment the ability to prophesy, you know what's going to happen in the 
future, you say, and those future events come true with exact precision, and the ability to make the earth move 
can cause an earthquake on love to them that lashed your Notre Dame was playing Southern Cal's Hall suit in 
Apple 81,000 person stadium not one mystic that I could've said for earthquake before they score that touchdown 
stilling a violent storm powers over nature, all of these things are what the Church refers to as mystical 
phenomenon.  Now I said I was gonna talk about tongues for a sacond and I wasn't a great deal of time on this 
but in a St. Paul himself wasn't even high on this.  I know for an example.  There was a wedding once where the 
couple that was getting married, had a couple friends in the wedding in and right in the middle of the wedding. 
Somebody began speaking tongues arose out of and the person standing next to them was like low photo also a 
rumor that means the Holy Spirit says you're going to live for a ripe old age and are going to have many children, 
while the husband died in his 40s, and they were childless.  So I don't Holy Spirit got it wrong or if it's just as in 
exactly the way supposed to be every miraculous thing is given to help peoples on belief.  It is not some little club 
as you can be a part of and you all get to run around exercising or miraculous powers.  The only other thing I'll 
say about tongues, very quickly as read what St. Paul says in his letter to the Corinthians about the gift of 
tongues, and I will caution many many many of our separated brothers and sisters were Christian but not 
Catholic, you'd better go back and reread that section in got the whole tongues thing very wrong go back and 
reread that that's not to be an attack or slam to say what the truth is and what modern-day Protestants believe 
about speaking in tongues is not what St. Paul says about in holy Scripture miracles have always been a part of 
the Catholic Church they began with Jesus how many miracles did jesus perform countless in the scriptures they 
were continued by the apostles it was not however until after the persecutions that the church really sat down and 
began to seriously take a look at miracles or these claims were miracles, what is the scene where does that mean 
St. Augustine said that a miracle was anything that's unusual beyond the expectation of the beholder lets a all 
right definition.  Thomas Aquinas came along and improved on that definition and said a miracle was a miracle not 
because of the greatness of what happens but because of the nature of the thing being produced.  So if I was to 
raise my hand and say sun go black.  It wouldn't be because necessarily because the sun goes black, but 
because I would have done it or if I were to say earthquake and the whole North american contenant shakes for 
20 minutes well that could happen on its own is because it happened when I did it happen through the name of 
Jesus.  That's what makes a miracle according to St. Thomas that sort of defines a miracle something goes 
contrary to the course of nature yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah types of mirror.  One 
is a substantial miracle of sun going black what we mean by that is in its substance, this should not happen.  The 
sun should not go black a glorified human body of always on my body glorified right now and I wasn't in the world 
and raise from the dead disruptor my bodies were glorified that's not supposed to happen the substance of what's 
happening is miraculous.  Now the next type of miracles are what we will be call subjective miracles, meaning that 
they're miraculous because of what's being caused to happen.  A body is supposed to live.  So if there's a dead 
body there and someone walks in the room performs miracle nobody comes back to life.  While it's not strange 
that a body would have life and it but it is strange that the body gets life in it because someone else outside the 
body tells it to have life, get the difference here another type is the quality qualitative miracles that means the 
manner in which the miraculous event is produced.  It's not strange for example for somebody to be healed from 
cancer.  However, if St. someone walks in the room over someone who's in stage four cancer chases ereryone 
out and closes the door opens the door 30 seconds later and ok ereryone to come on, and in the stage four 
cancer patient's sitting there playing basketball in their room.  Well, alright, miracle body is supposed to be 
healthy, but the speed at which the cure occured is what's miraculous or different types of miracles and God 
works miracles through and this is then start to get very very scriptural here, because everything the Catholic 
Church teaches a scriptural God works miracles are with himself certainly creation.  But he also worked miracle 
using other things, he uses angels the three men in a fiery furnace of Daniel the deliverance of St. Peter from 
chains used angels for those in this position question is the angel the one doing the miracle of the simple Catholic 
answer to that is.  Yes, the angel was the one doing the miracle by his own native powers an Angel has the ability 
to walk into a prison and go move and the chains drop off in the angel during a miracle.  Yes, the angels doing a 



miracle.  Why is he doing a miracle because God commanded the miracle be done if the difference of how was it 
done, versus why is it on its done through the angel but God commands it which brings up an interesting question 
for us.  So if those angels were capable of doing a miracle.  And they're doing it because God commands them 
what about the fallen angels, can they perform a miracle.  Is it within their native powers to be able to do 
something miraculous from well are answers of our Catholic answer to that is God restrains their powers and 
angels fallen angels perform miracles.  No, they cannot even when they do something that is incredibly a 
wonderful deed.  Wonderful as in not go to wonderful us an amazing to us.  They are doing that as instruments for 
God why is God using them look in scriptures, God uses fallen angels and demons to execute his punishment on 
the wicket does that routinely.  They are doing things through their native power but to the extent that they are 
ministers they are unwilling ministers fulfilling God's role so are they powerful beings, yes, can they do anything 
they want no.  Do they have powers to be able to do things the shock and amaze us absolutely.  Do they do them 
on their own whenever they want to do for whatever reason they want no they are restrained good and evil and 
Christian Catholic teaching are not equal we're in the same good wins evil was allowed to run its course.  It is not 
an equal thing.  Now God uses men to perform miracles to examples from Scripture is and always will be 
scriptural uses Moses and Aaron uses the apostles is a St. Peter St. Paul uses the early Christians to perform 
miracles.  And now comes the part where the Catholic Church's teaching starts to make a lot of sense from 
Scripture.  God also uses things to perform miracles.  He uses holy relics in the Old Testament use the mantle 
of ?? He used the body of Aleseus use the Hem of Jesus's garment to perform a miracle in Catholic theology 
that's a second-class for a while to Jesus does a lot more than that but if that was the saints of the second-class 
relic megastar for Catholics talk about is and so weird after all was all kinds of scriptural support for it.  No using a 
handkerchief to St. Paul and the acts of the apostles images were also used O lord this sounds an awful lot like 
Catholic statues yep it sure does God use the Ark of the covenant to perform miracles he used the sacred vessels 
of the temple to perform miracles God even used places to perform miracles the Temple of Jerusalem, the waters 
of the Jordan but told SI that by the temple.  All of these places, these have powers of themselves know they'll 
have the power to themselves in and of themselves.  They have a producing a fact because God wants the effect 
produced the God do with how any of these things of course he could does he need these things to do don't know 
what he desires that these things be caught up in his Majesty and his glory and show for his power, whether they 
the men were angels were things or relics or whatever mystical phenomenon happens through things and people 
that does not detract from the glory of God.  If anything it emphasizes the glory of God but God can take 
something that is in August fell bigger inanimate or sometimes even unholy and reforming miracles through it that 
emphasizes how great God's power is it doesn't detract from so no Catholic church overlooks a stupid does it as 
we have relics of statues we have all of a sudden slept well.  I can make sense, the glory of God and the

Good of the men are the primary ends of every single miracle that happens think of every single time in the New 
Testament Jesus our blessed Lord performed a miracle what happened.  It says something if you were to 
paraphrase all of them, put them all into one big lump phrase reaction.  It was the people were amazing and 
astounded and gave glory to God.  That's the point of the miracles not to have a side show over here in a watch 
list at all hungry, ok bring in a couple loaves of Wonder Bread now watch the slow, but that's not what the point of 
a miracle is a point of a miracle to give glory to God and to help our unbelief.  Jesus came to earth and gave this 
huge list of things that we had to do.  We have to not only love our neighbor we had to love our enemy.  We have 
to pray for those who persecute us.  We had to believe that bread and wine become Jesus Christ himself.  We 
had to believe that our first duty is to forgive.  Always forgive that sort of belief, I submit to you is humanly 
impossible.  Jesus perform signs and wonders and miracles raising people from the dead curing the blind the 
lame the death raising himself from the dead so that we would believe.  Not so much in what he did is about so 
that would trigger an avalanche in our intellect of saying I don't understand his body of teaching, but I'm sure 
gonna believe it because anybody who's raising people from the dead must know what he's talking about over 
here.  That's why the miracles were performed and let's talk about one specific type of miracle were going to call 
them moral miracles there are miracles that happen in the physical world as a result of holy people in holy things 
and holy places, but there is a moral miracle category of moral miracles also in the physical world.  It's impossible 
to get up and float on your own.  But if God gives you the grace and gives you that gift, then you're able to float 
you can do the impossible, just like all those other preachers on TV say when you know, you can say a prayer in 
your 401(k) will increase sixfold.  That's stupid, that's stupid, how dare you.  How dare you take the religion of 
Jesus Christ the son of God and cheapen it in some moneymaking scheme.  No you won't, you want to find out 
what will happen to you when you commit yourself to Christ.  You look at a cross.  That's what will happen in 
Jesus said that if you want a miracle performed you have a faith will cause miracles to happen.  What did Jesus 
say you have faith.  This mountain would throw itself into the sea.  It also says that he could not perform any 
miracles in this place because of the people's lack of faith.  And let's talk about the one big stumbling block that is 
a matter of faith in all of Christianity.  Between Catholics and those who aren't, and it is Jesus Christ really present 
body blood and soul and divinity in the holy Eucharist in the Blessed Sacrament.  You want a miracle to happen. 



Go submit your faith in the Blessed Sacrament.  You have a problem with your marriage a sacramental marriage 
but is now somehow full of adultery and vice and anger.  Go submit your faith to Jesus and the Blessed 
Sacrament.  Are you trapped in the life of just addicted sin sex booze drugs, whatever the impossible. I cannot get 
out of this.  You're right, you cannot get out of it.  I am the vine, you are the branches apart from me, you can do 
nothing but if you believe I am who I say I am.  Anything is possible, nothing is impossible with God and for 
Catholics and people who want to know more about Catholicism about the ancient faith.  Where can you find that 
belief you find that belief laying on the ground in front of the Blessed Sacrament in a Catholic Church.  What did 
our Blessed Lord say to St. Thomas.  Thomas do not persist in your unbelief but believe that's what will cause 
miracles to happen faith causes miracles to happen.  Go to Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, and you will have 
miracles happen to you.  You will change whatever's happened to you, whatever awesome horrible unfit situation 
you have found yourself in, will change and I have a question.  As I always do as I say this is a disturbing show.  I 
have a question that is meant to disturb people who do not believe in Jesus and the Blessed Sacrament and that 
goes not just for Protestants.  It also goes for Catholics and my question is this very simply.  Why will you not 
believe this.  You believe that God created the universe out of nothing.  You believe that God in the person of 
Jesus assumed human nature and became man.  You believe that he raised people from the dead.  You believe 
all of this and yet this one point, you remain stubborn on, you will not believe as long as you continue to not 
believe do not expect a miracle.  Jesus could not perform any miracles there because of a lack of faith.  So that's 
going to conclude or show, the one thing I do I mention is that please remember.  You are in a spiritual battle.  We 
are all in spiritual battles at baptism, you got a sword and grace to be able to use this sword and know when to 
use it.  You are always using the sword.  You should always be fighting the good fight, so matter what you do 
continue to have faith.  Believe and miracles will happen.


